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North America



Material Handling
IMI draws on 20 years of specialized experience to provide reliable, available and qualified labor 
solutions to the supply chain and manufacturing sectors.

In a time when the number one challenge of successful companies is finding qualified talent, IMI 

does EXACTLY that for you. Whether it’s conveyor installation or electrical, we can provide it all. IMI 

uses its own workforce and performance management platforms (Rhonda) to continuously develop 

and maintain an unparalleled pool of proven, dependable employees.

It’s thanks to this process that we’re able to bypass the ongoing skills gap and deliver qualified, 

motivated, technicians.

Our Bread and Butter

Automation Installation Services
IMI provides rapidly deployable technicians that can be trained specifically 

in your technology, to join your team on an as-needed basis.

Armed with this product knowledge, our technicians support both integrators and OEM product 

manufacturers to install, commission, and conduct go-live testing as well as provide ongoing 

support across North America.

Our mission is to provide a completely agnostic and innovative Services Platform to serve our 

partners in the Supply Chain and Manufacturing industries.

We offer our Automation Service model to a broad variety of industry solution providers such as: 

Machine Vision, Smart Camera products, Dimensioning Systems, Small Sorters, Bar Code Scanners, 

Robotics, AGVs and IoT Solutions & Systems.





IMI makes the human process simpler. 
And it’s all thanks to Rhonda.
It’s about leveraging technology to automate the HR process. What’s more, Rhonda is about 

connecting and understanding your workforce. Rhonda works alongside your team and integrates 

with other software platforms to deliver a seamless employment operation that leaves employees 

and employers fulfilled.

Talent Acquisition

Filter through unqualified candidates using Rhonda’s automated screening capabilities.

Understand Mindsets

Keep your finger on the pulse of your workforce with weekly temp checks that calculate your 

employees’ mood.

Corporate Communication

Keep your employees in the loop by taking advantage of Rhonda’s broadcasting capabilities.



Streamline your communication, engage your 
audience and manage your workforce at the click of a button.

Your all-in-one HR automation solution is here.
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